Visual Art News from across the School.
Semester One has created some fabulous Art displayed
around the school.
Art works can always be found in classrooms, the office,
library and of course the Art room.
The library is currently displaying paper mache Cats from
the topic of Pets created by Year Ones.
This was a BIG endeavour for Year one students who found
the process exciting as they watched their cats develop into
the finished product.
Year Two have produced a series of art work on
Water.Onehighlight was working in teams to create large
aerial River drawings. Currently they are focusing on
Transport and the students have used charcoal to create
helicopters. Our next exciting project is to construct paper
clay Cars.
Year Three have been having fun exploring appropriations
created of famous artowrks and then created their own. The
most fun of these has been of Mona Lisa.
They are now creating some scarey Minibeasts using a
variety of media.
Year Four spent Term One looking at Earth Changes and
represented cyclones, bushfires , drought and volcanoes
using a variety of media.
This term they are looking at Australain Endangered
Animals and have had lots of fun in Printmaking creating
prints of the Gilberts Potoroo.
Year Five have looked at Sustainibility and have used a
selection of recycled materials to produce art worksincluding mobiles and collage trees from old comics and
plastic offcuts.

Now they are working on dot paintings incorporating
symbols form the Aboriginal Culture.
Year 6 have explored in depth the different types of
Sculptures - firstly focusing on the coral bleaching on
Australian reefs constructing 3d paper coral in white to
represent the bleaching and then painting them to display
their natural beautiful colours.
They collected a large amount of plant and natural objects
from the payground to each make an Ephemeral sculpture
that was photographed before it was dismantled.
This term they have made a 2d Imaginary creature and are
about to make their creature into 3d form from paper clay.

ART and PHILOSOPHY DAY @ ART GALLERY of WA
Friday 16th June saw 6 lucky Year 6 students Abhinav Strestha,
Cora Stanborough,
Sage Edwards,
Ava Peel
Suzy Parker –Griffin
and Jet Ryan
-attend an Art and Philosophy day at the Art Gallery of WA .
In groups they were able to view and discuss art works
under the guidance of the expert gallery guides.
Highlights were seeing the fabulous History of the Sneaker
exhibition, making new friends from other schools and
gourmet muffins at morning tea!
Julie Chester
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